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I've been reading a lot and still haven't quite found the scan code I'm seeking.

I'm looking for a scan that will bring up stocks at the beginning of an uptrend where the 13 Day EMA crosses above

the 26 Day EMA.

As a side note, I follow the Elder Impuse system and I like to trade within Keltner Channels.

I see a lot of crossover code on this forum, but when I run these scans, invariably the stock is already well into its

uptrend and sometimes even too far above the 13 Day EMA for me to go long - so it just goes on a watch list for a

possible pullback to the 13/26 EMA zone.

So here is what I came up with - can you help me tweak it so I get better results?

Thanks - this site is terrific!!!

[type = stock]

and [country = us]

and [daily volume > 500000]

and [close > 20.00]

and [close < ema(13)]

and [close >= ema(26)]

uptrend  ema  crossover  scan
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Here's my latest Scan code - I call it the Whopper Jr (!)It scans for stocks with Volume over 500,000 and Price

between $10 and $30. It's doing a great job finding 13 x 26 EMA crossovers - * but * I'd still like to catch these stocks

when they are actually still between the 13 and 26 EMAs (rather than already moving up to the upper channel).

If anybody has any suggestions on how I might continue to improve this scan to get in a bit earlier, lemme know....

Whopper Jr.

[type = stock]

and [country = us]

and [daily volume > 500000]

and [close > 10.00]

and [ema(3,close) x ema(13,close)]

and [close x ema(13,close)] and [ema(13,close) < 5 days ago ema(13,close)]

and [ema(50, close) > 10 days ago ema(50,close)]

and [Close >= 10] and [Close <= 30]
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